
The ComSource Difference
We serve clients with the utmost dedication by cutting through the noise to find products 
and design solutions that empower your business. Our vendor certified staff has a passion for 
technology, and adds such significant value that our customers stay with us for decades, and take 
us with them when they change roles.

About ComSource
• Headquartered in Upstate New York.
• Hundreds of satisfied customers in all  50 states.
• Best-in-class customer service, leading  edge technology backed by vendor certification.

PHYSICAL SECURITY
Safeguard Your Business, Protect People and Property

ComSource Security Solutions
Physical security is often overlooked due to the overwhelming focus on information and data 
security in today’s technological age. But there are very different risks that exist and potential 
weaknesses to be exploited, both requiring special countermeasures to truly ensure security 
physically. 
We can help you design proper security procedures as part of a full-scale plan, and put the 
correct security systems in place to preserve the welfare of the most valuable assets in your 
organization by:

• Protecting people from injury or violent threat.
• Protecting equipment and systems from malicious access, tampering or theft.
• Protecting facilities from unauthorized entry.

It’s impossible to put a price on safety or measure the cost for having peace of mind. Almost 
everyday, the news includes stories about damage or loss due to security gaps or lack of 
safety protocols. Don’t worry or stress about what might happen, let ComSource security 
experts help protect your organization.

70% of all businesses 
experienced a security 
incident in 2017, according to 
the Kroll Annual Global Fraud 
& Risk Report.

NPR reported that schools 
in the U.S. now receive an 
average of 50 threats of 
violence every day.



Video Surveillance
Effective video surveillance systems serve 
as an effective deterrent, which also 
capture and document security events. We 
design, install and maintain surveillance 
systems and video storage, so you have the 
right capture technology for your camera 
footage. Our solutions will keep an eye on 
your facility so you can focus on running 
your business.

Emergency Notifications
When an event occurs, seconds can matter 
the most. We are savvy in a variety of multi-
channel mass notification solutions that 
integrate into your existing infrastructure, 
so you can quickly get the message out to 
the right people, no matter where they are 
and no matter what device they are using. 

Use your network as a strategic asset 
which unifies your workforce so it fosters 
teamwork, growth and synergy.

Monitor activities, with the ability to quickly 
send mass alerts and promote safety in the 
case of an event.

Access Control Systems
ComSource security experts know and 
implement the most innovative access and 
identity management solutions, including 
multi-factor and biometric authentication, 
so you always know who is in your building, 
and has entry to secure areas. 

Credentialing and Badging
Ensure everyone is authenticated at all 
times. Leverage our expertise with systems 
issuing access credentials that have the 
ability to dynamically change based on 
roles and policies, which are fully integrated 
with your access control solution.

Visitor Management
Don’t register visitors with a handwritten 
paper log that is easy to scam, without 
providing any true security. We can help 
you choose and deploy an automated 
visitor management system that meets 
compliance regulations and supports 
auditing of visitor data.

PHYSICAL SECURITY


